Maximizing Co-Location

In the traditionally adversarial construction industry, co-location can be a fantastic way to bring a project team together. But just collecting the team in the same building may not achieve the outcomes that you intend.

At the 6th Annual IPI Awards Ceremony, then IPI Board of Advisors Member John Thorsson of NCC Construction Sweden shared an experience from the $150M Train Depot Station construction project. He called it "How We Sit Affects How We Work."

Co-located... but on separate floors
The team decided that they would use a partnering approach and co-locate the project team in the same building. When they kicked off the project, all of the owner and design representatives were located on one floor and all of the contractor employees were located on the second floor. They had separate entrances. The teams were in a sense "co-located"... they could walk downstairs and would occasionally bump into each other in the hallways, which improved informal communication. However, the team wasn't "gelling" as well as it could.

Co-located... but separated by company
In an attempt to improve the quality of co-location, NCC thought they might house the owner's team in one side of the building and the contractor's team in the other side of the building on a single floor with a common entrance. They also had a common lunch room, which allowed for more casual conversations to occur and helped build the team's sense of community. Overall, this did allow the team to improve communication and helped reduce reliance on email, but it still did not set up the team as a united group.
Co-located by function
After a facilitated dialogue on how the team might best work together, NCC and the client decided to set up the construction team by function. This means that the designers sit together, the builders sit together and even the managers and estimators sit together.

At first the team was a bit nervous about this—what would happen if we have to discuss private things or discuss trade secrets? What the team learned was that decisions were made faster, the group was more transparent and ultimately, the team was able to tap into the collaboration that it had hoped to achieve through the co-location in the first place. If a team member had to make a discreet phone call they could do it from home or offsite.

So, when you decide to co-locate, take time to determine how you would like to set up the team to optimize decision-making and transparency. High functioning project teams speak in person, co-create solutions, and use email as a tool to confirm agreements, rather than as a tool to inform someone of a dispute.
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